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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the specifications and results of a 
geophysical survey carried out for Blue Falcon Mines Ltd., Suite 11, 
1585-B Britannia Road East, Mississauga, Ontario, L4W 2M8 by 
Terraquest Ltd., 905 - 121 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Canada. The field 
work was performed from June 8 to July 29,1985 and the data 
processing, interpretation and reporting from July 30 to November 29, 
1985.

The purpose of a survey of this type is two-fold. One is to 
prospect directly for anomalously conductive and magnetic areas in the 
earth's crust which may be caused by, or at least related to, mineral 
deposits. A second is to use the magnetic and conductivity patterns 
derived from the survey results to assist in mapping geological units, 
and to indicate the presence of faults, shear zones, folding, 
alteration zones and other structures potentially favourable to the 
presence of gold and base-metal concentration. To achieve this purpose 
the survey area was systematically traversed by an aircraft carrying 
geophysical instruments along parallel flight lines spaced at even 
intervals, 100 meters above the terrain surface, and aligned so as to 
intersect the regional geology in a way to provide the optimum contour 
patterns of geophysical data.

2. THE PROPERTY

The survey area covered portions of 15 townships located in the 
Porcupine Mining Division of Ontario forming a belt stretching from 
about 35 kilometres west of Gogama to about 5 kilometers south 
southeast of Gogama. The townships include Benton, Marion, Mallard, 
Esther, Osway, Huffman, Arbutus, Potier, Yeo, Neville, Chester, St. 
Louis, Benneweis, Groves and Champagne. The area is can be reached by 
highway tt 144, the Jerome mine road in Osway Township and numerous 
logging roads across the survey area.

The maximum limits of the survey area are 47 degrees 49 minutes to 
the north side, 82 degrees 25 minutes to the west, 47 degrees 30 
minutes to the south and 61 degrees 36 minutes to the east. The N.T.S. 
references are 41 O/16, 41 O/9 and 41 P/12.

The claim numbers filed for assessment credit are referred to in 
the Reports of Work listed in the appendix.

TERRAQUEST LTD.
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3. GEOLOGY s?

Map References

1. Map 41d: Three Ducks Lake Area, scale 1:47,520, O.D.M., 1932
2. Map 44g: Opeepeesway Lake Area, scale 1:63,360, O.D.M., 1935
3. Map 1949-2: Township of Osway, scale 1:12,000, O.D.M., 1949
4. Map 2067: Heenan, Marion and northern part of Genoa Townships, 

scale 1:31,680, O.D.M., 1965
5. Map 2205: Timmins - Kirkland Lake Geological Compilation Series 

scale 1:253,440, O.D.M., 1973
6. Map 2221: Chapleau - Foleyet Geological Compilation Series, 

scale 1:253,440, O.D.M. 1976
7. Map 2352: Chapleau, scale 1:250,000, O.D.M., 1976
8. Map P.2341: Benton Township, scale 1:15,840, O.G.S. 1980
9. Map P.2342: Mallard Township, scale 1:15,840, O.G.S. 1980

10. Map P.2369: Jerome Area (West), scale 1:15,840, O.G.S. 1980
11. Map P.2370: Jerome Area (East), scale 1:15,840, O.G.S. 1980
12. Map P.2449: Chester and Yeo Townships, scale 1:15,840, O.G.S.

1981
13. Map P.2534: Pensyl Lake Area, scale 1:15,840, O.G.S. 1982

The survey area is underlain by an east-west trending Precambrian 
sedimentary-volcanic belt forming the southern limb of a regional open 
fold. This limb itself is isoclinaly folded to an upright position 
creating a long syncline with central, coarse-grained metasediments 
and flanks of primarily mafic to intermediate metavolcanics. The 
proportion of felsic metavocanics and mafic intrusives increases 
toward the northwest becoming major rock units by Mallard, Benton and 
Marion Townships. A prominent iron formation trend occurs along the 
contact between the mafic and felsic metavolcanics in Marion Township 
and to a lesser degree in the metasediments in Arbutus and Yeo 
Townships.

The greenstone assemblage is bounded to the north and south by 
felsic intrusives, commonly hornblende and biotite quartz-monzonites. 
Migmatitic rocks occur along the intrusive contacts and in larger 
masses in Osway, Arbutus and Yeo Townships.

Numerous north-northwest trending diabase dikes occur throughout 
the belt , the largest concentration being in Chester and Benneweis 
Townships. Relatively broad northeast trending dikes occur throughout 
the eastern half of the belt showing displacement by northwest 
trending faults.

The Swayze Syncline is well known for its abundant mineral 
showings and deposits, particular!ly gold and silver followed closely 
by base metals. Total production from the Jerome Mine in Osway 
Township was 335,060 tons of ore at 0.19 ounces gold per ton. In

TERRAQUESTLTD.
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general the more common areas of mineralization occur along contacts 
of the sediments and volcanics and between the sediments and large 
porphyry intrusives.

4. SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS 

4.1 Instruments

The survey was carried out using a Cessna 182 aircraft, 
registration C-FAKK, which carries a magnetometer and a VLF 
electromagnetic detector.

The magnetometer is a proton precession type with the sensor 
element mounted in an extension of the right wing tip. It's 
specifications are as follows:

Richmoi

2 

S

f 
g
a

Resolution: 
Accuracy: 
Cycle time: 
Range:

Gradient 
Model: 
Manufacturer:

tolerance:

O.5 gamma
One gamma
One second
20000 - 100000 gammas in 23 overlapping
steps
Up to 5000 gammas per meter
GSM-6BA
GEM Systems Inc., 105 Scarsdale Rd . ,
Don Mills, Ontario, M3B 2R5

The VLF-EM unit uses three orthoganol detector coils to measure 
(a) the total field strength of the time-varying EM field and (b) the 
phase relationship between the vertical coil and both the "along line" 
coil (LINE) and the "cross-line" coil (ORTHO). The LINE coil is tuned 
to a transmitter station that is ideally positioned at right angles to 
the flight lines, while the ORTHO coil transmitter should be in line 
with the flight lines. It's specifications are:

Accuracy: 19i
Reading interval: 1/2 second
Model: TOTEM 2A
Manufacturer: Herz Industries, Toronto

The VLF sensor is mounted in the left wing tip extension. 

Other instruments are:

. King KRA-10A Radar altimeter
UDAS-100 data processor with Digidata nine track tape recorder, 

manufactured by Urtec Ltd., Markham, Ontario.
Geocam video camera and recorder for flight path recovery, 

manufactured by Geotech Ltd., Markham, Ontario.

TERRAQUESTLTD.
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4.2 Lines and Data

a) Line spacing:
b) Line direction:

c) Terrain clearance:
d) Average ground speed:
e) Data point interval:

Magnetic 
VLF-EM:

f) Tie Line interval:
g) Channel l (LINE): 
h) Channel 2 (ORTHO):

100 meters
Sheets 1-8 and 11, 360 degrees
Sheets 9 and 10, 090 degrees
100 meters
156 km/hr.

42 meters 
21 meters 
2 kilometers 
NAA Cutler, Me,

i) Line km over total

, 24.0 kHz
NSS Annapolis. 21.4 kHz 
Channels l and 2 were interchanged for 
sheets 9 and 10 

survey area: 4000 km

f 
s.

4.3 Tolerances

a) Line spacing: Any gaps wider than twice the line spacing and 
longer than 10 times the line spacing were filled in by a new line.
b) Terrain clearance: Portions of line which were flown above 125 
meters for more than one km were reflown if safety considerations were 
acceptable.
c) Diurnal magnetic variation: Less than twenty gammas deviation from 
a smooth background over a period of two minutes or less as seen on 
the base station analogue record.
d) Manoeuvre noise: Approximately +X-5 gammas.

4.4 Photomosaics

For navigating the aircraft and recovering the flight path, 
mosaics of aerial photographs were made from existing air photos. 
In order to provide a semi-controlled base the photos were laid down 
on a topographic map which had been photographically adjusted to the 
photo scale. The laydown was then photographed and printed at the 
final map scale.

5. DATA PROCESSING

Flight path recovery was carried out in the field using a video 
tape viewer to observe the flight path as recorded by the Geocam video 
camera system. The flight path recovery was completed daily to enable 
reflights to be selected where needed for the following day.

The magnetic data was levelled in the standard manner by tying

TERRAQUEST LTD.
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survey lines to the tie lines. The IGRF was not been removed. The 
total field was contoured by computer using a program provided by 
Dataplotting Services Inc. To do this the final levelled data set is 
gridded at a grid cell spacing of 1/4 the flight line spacing.

The vertical magnetic gradient is computed from the total field 
data using a method of transforming the data set into the frequency 
domain, applying a transfer function to calculate the gradient, and 
then transforming back into the spatial domain. The method is 
described by a number of authors including Grant, 1972 and Spector, 
1968.

The VLF data was treated automatically so as to normalize the non 
conductive background areas to 100 (total field strength) and zero 
(quadrature). The algorithms to do this were developed by Terraquest 
and will be provided to anyone interested by application to the 
company.

All of these dataprocessing calculations and map contouring were 
carried out by Dataplotting Services Inc. of Toronto-.

INTERPRETATION

6.1 General Approach

To satisfy the purpose of the survey as stated in the introduction, 
the interpretation procedure was carried out on both the magnetic and 
VLF data. On a local scale the magnetic gradient contour patterns were 
used to outline geological units which have different magnetic 
intensity and patterns or "signatures". Where possible these are 
related to existing geology to provide a geological identity to the 
units. On a regional scale the total field contour patterns were used 
in the same way.

Faults and shear zones are interpreted mainly from lateral 
displacements of otherwise linear magnetic anomalies but also from 
long narrow "lows". The direction of regional faulting in the general 
area is taken into account when selecting faults. Folding is usually

Grant, F.S. and Spector A.; 1970; Statistical Models for Interpreting
Aeromagnetic Data; Geophysics, Vol 35 

Grant, F.S.; Review of Data Processing and Interpretation Methods
in Gravity and Magnetics; Geophysics, August 1972. 

Spector, A.; Spectral Analysis of Aeromagnetic maps; unpublished
thesis; University of Toronto, 1961.

TERRAQUEST LTD.
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seen as curved regional patterns. Alteration zones can show up as 
anomalously quiet areas, often adjacent to strong, circular anomalies 
that represent intrusives. Magnetic anomalies that are caused by iron 
deposits of ore quality are usually obvious owing to their high 
amplitude, often in tens of thousands of gammas.

VLF anomalies are categorized according to whether the phase 
response is normal, reverse, or no phase at all. The significance of 
the differing phase responses is not completely understood although in 
general reverse phase indicates either overburden as the source or a 
conductor with considerable depth extent, or both. Normal phase 
response is theoretically caused by surface conductors with limited 
depth extent.

Areas showing a smooth response somewhat above background (ie. 110 
or so) are likely caused by overburden which is thick enough and 
conductive enough to saturate at these frequencies. In such cases no 
response from bedrock is seen.

6.2 Interpretation

In general the vertical gradient magnetic data possess superior 
resolution and permit improved delineation of magnetic units over the 
total field magnetic data. The total field magnetics are slightly 
better in the identification of contacts of larger bodies, 
particularly the granitic batholiths.

The interpretation maps have been based largely on the vertical 
gradient magnetic data. Detailed effort has been made to correlate the 
magnetic trends with the lithologies as indicated solely by their 
outcrop location, not the geological interpretation already presented 
on the respective geological maps. The geological legend used is 
compiled from the O.G.S. preliminary series of geological maps.

Most of the very strong magnetic responses coincide with mafic 
intrusives, whether they be dykes, sills or massive bodies. The 
gabbroic and dioritic bodies (Unit 1) are readily detectable by their 
massive form although they may often extend well into the country rock 
as sills. The Early Precambrian dykes (Unit 9) possess a similar 
strong magnetic response but are manifested as long narrow trends 
generally to the north to northwest. In Mallard and Osway townships 
they frequently merge with and become magnetically unresolvable from 
the dioritic and gabbroic sills.

In several areas the dykes form dense swarms. Their magnetic 
signature allows detailed structural analysis (discussed later) and 
good overall mapping of the dykes themselves. This may be particularly

l
o

p

s
8
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important where gold is associated with their occurrence. However 
their magnetic strength often overwhelms those of the volcanic 
stratigraphy. Where detailed analyses of the volcanic horizons is 
preferred, it is recommended that the magnetic responses associated 
with the dykes be filtered out. This is a data processing technique 
that removes the data constituting an identified trend and leaves all 
other forms of data, including those of volcanic strata.

5

In a few places exposures of diabase do not coincide with a f 
strong magnetic response. This is probably due to (a) the small size 
of the actual diabase body, (b) demagnetization of the dyke or (c) 
demagnetization as part of a widespread, country rock alteration 
process.

I The Middle Precambrian diabase and granophyre dykes and sheets
(Unit 14) possess the same strong magnetic response but are 
distinguished primarily by their northeast trending habit. They also 
tend to be somewhat wider bodies than the earlier dykes. In Champagne 
and Yeo townships they appear to be offset or sheared along an 
east-west tend, not readily detectable as fault displacements from 
other magnetic data.

Despite the narrow widths, the Iron Formation Unit possesses a 
very strong magnetic character, to the extent that it's widths are 
frequently exaggerated. The known exposures correlate very well with 
the magnetic responses, permitting significantly extended mapping of 
this unit. Thr Iron Formation provides the best magnetic indicator of 
the volcano-sedimentary stratigraphic horizons. Where outcrop data is 
nonexistent it is difficult to confidently resolve this unit from 
narrow conformable mafic intrusives, especially where the iron 
formation is lean.

The metavolcanic lithologies (Units l and 2) generally possess 
intermediate magnetic response, the mafics tending to be slightly 
stronger. Narrow bands of enhanced magnetic character (Unit 1m) occur 
within the mafic to intermediate mafic volcanics. In places these 
coincide with horizons of increased sulphide mineralization, 
particularly pyrrhotite. Alternatively they may be related to the more 
mafic zones, possibly including hypabyssal mafic volcanics.

Unit 2h represents the hypabyssal felsic metavolcanics and include 
the quartz and feldspar porphyritic rocks commonly associated with a 
volcanic pile. Comparison with the detailed geological maping around 
the Jerome Mine area indicates an intermediate to strong magnetic 
character for most of these rock types. In many cases the widths 
appear to be exaggerated by their magnetic strength, although this 
effect may also be created by widening of the body below surface. 
Further, it is suspected that not all the porhyritic rocks possess 
this magnetic signature.

TERMQUEST LTD.
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The metasediments (Unit 3) possess a weak magnetic response, often 
being overwhelmed by magnetically active adjacent lithologies. For 
purposes of magnetic mapping the iron rich sediments adjacent to iron 
formations have been interpretated as part of the Iron Formaion Unit.

The felsic batholithic suite (Unit 6) includes the granite , 
granodiorite, monzonite and related lithologies and is characterized 
by a relatively consistent low magnetic signature. These intrusive 
bodies sometimes possess a highly magnetic outer edge. Without clear | 
ground evidence magnetic high zones have been assigned to Unit 9, the g 
diabase dykes, based on their extension beyond the batholith. However s 
those parallel to granitic contacts are good candidates for * 
magnetically active granite rims.

The migmatitic rocks (Unit 5) possess highly variable magnetic 
responses and trends commensurate with their mineralogy and 
metamorphic state. In Benneweiss, Chester and Yeo townships the 
magnetic detail is lost due to the small scale lithology and by 
overwhelming by the magnetic dykes. The net result is an intermediate 
magnetic strength background.

The granite-diorite complex with numerous dykes and inclusions of 
hornblende schist is not manifested as a single magnetic unit. The 
dioritic masses and dykes are clearly distinguishable and have been 
identified on the interpretation map. However the western edge of the 
complex is difficult to define as the magnetic signature of the 
granites and becomes progressively* similar to that of the volcanics. 
The best concept may be gleaned from the total field magnetic data. 
Filtering out the dykes would probably help to resolve the contact 
zone .

To a large extent the degree of structural analysis is related to 
the concentration of strong magnetic horizons, particularly diabase 
dykes. Numerous north to northwest trending faults have been 
interpreted primarily in Chester and Bennewiess townships. They show 
sharp well defined horizontal displacements of up to 100 metres in a 
dominant dextral motion. The overall trends of individual dykes have 
been rotated 15 degrees clockwise by these numerous faults.

Infrequent, broader fault zones trend east-west in Yeo, Chester, 
Benneweiss and Champagne townships. In detail they may be shear zones 
with up to 600 metres cumulative horizontal displacement.

Northerly trending faults dissect the western portion of the 
survey area crossing Osway, Mallard and Marion townships.

Northeast trending faults with highly variable displacements occur 
in Groves, Champagne, Osway and Mallard townships. These faults

TERRAQUESTLTD. ®
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parallel the Unit 14 mafic dykes, suggesting a temporal or genetic 
relationship.

(8 
K

The state of the art in VLF-EM interpretation involves 
discrimination between bedrock and overburden conductor origins. 
Generally, broad conductive zones of the total field response that 
conform to the outline of lakes, swamps or other depressions are 
related to clayey overburden. Examples of prominent conductive zones 
that appear to be related to clayey lake bottom sediments occur in 
Marion and Chester townships. Alternatively, narrow well defined 
conductors even over lakes are more likely have bedrock origins.

K
Cultural effects such as power lines, pipe lines and railway 

tracks generally create a strong VLF-EM response. Examples of these 
are notable in the eastern part of the survey. As with all sources, 
the VLF-EM system is most sensitive to conductors that are point 
toward the VLF transmitter. For this reason the transmitter azimuth is 
indicated on the interpretation and data maps.

Some conductor axes coincide with magnetically mapped faults. 
Other long axes that parallel faults and cut stratigraphy probably 
identify fault or shear structures. In both these cases the origin may 
be water or gouge, graphite or sulphides along the fault or shear 
zone. The long east-west axes in Osway, Chester, Benneweiss and 
Champagne townships are probably related to fault structures.

Conductor axes associated with mafic intrusives may be related to 
similar fault type origins or possibly to concentrations of sulphides 
within the mafic intrusives. These are best exemplified in Marion, 
Mallard, Chester and Benneweiss townships.

Narrow, well defined conductor axes that coincide with or 
parallel stratigraphy, and show displacement or truncation by faulting 
are most likely to possess bedrock origins. They may be related to 
graphite or increased proportions of sulphides. The best examples 
coincide with the Iron Formation Unit and the volcanics particularly 
Units 1m and 2h. These conductors plus the strong conductors 
associated with the mafic intrusives should be followed up on the 
ground by detailed mapping and I.P. or EM techniques.

TERRAQUESTLTD.
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7. SUMMARY

A combined magnetic and VLF-EM survey has been done on the survey 
area at a data density of approximately 1.6 km. per mineral claim. The 
magnetic data has been used to modify and update the existing geology 
and has shown a number of new contacts and faults. A number of VLF-EM f 
conductor axes were found of which some are believed to be have 
potential sulphide origin and have been recommended for additional 
invest igat ion.

e 
t
s
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Q. Barrie, M.Se 
Geologist
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8. APPENDIX

8.1

Report

85-215
85-216
85-217
85-218
85-239
85-242
85-243
85-244
85-262
85-264
85-273
85-276
85-282
85-283
85-284
85-285
85-286
85-287
85-288
85-289
85-290
85-296
85-297
85-303
85-304
85-305
85-306
85-312
85-323
85-371
85-375
85-392
85-393
85-394
85-395
65-400
85-418
85-419
85-420
85-433
85-438

List of Reports Of Work (filed with
Resources)

tt Claim Holder

Blue Falcon Mines
Blue Falcon Mines
Nustart Resources
Benton Resources
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Kidd Resources
Kingbird Resources
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
D. Mann S D. Cale
Kidd Resources
Kidd Resources
Consolidated Silver Butte
Canadian Gold Resources
Kidd Resources
Blue Falcon Mines
Blue Falcon Mines "
Consolidated Silver Butte
Newco
Brace Res. 8, Ansco Res.
Canadian Gold Resources
Maverick Mountain
Benton Resources
Kidd Resources
Benton Resources
Kidd Resources
Kidd Resources
Maverick Mountain
Consolidated Silver Butte
Kidd Resources
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Blue Falcon Mines
Consolidated Silver Butte
Kidd Resources
Benton Resources
Consolidated Silver Butte
Benton Resources Inc.
Consolidated Silver Butte
Cal Black (Blue Falcon)

the Ministry of Natural

Township

Yeo
Marion
Chester /Neville
Osway
Mallard
Yeo
Yeo
Yeo
Groves
Yeo
Champagne
Groves
Chester
Huffman
St. Louis
Yeo
Chester
Benton
Benton, Mallard
Mallard
Marion
Neville
Mallard
Huffman
Yeo
Osway
Potier
Yeo
Osway
Mallard
Chester
Benneweis
Mallard
Chester
Benton
Chester
Huffman, Osway
Chester
Huffman
Chester
Chester

tt Claims

5
81
65

161
56
2

22
78
11
14
20
6
2
8

10
45
13
23
21
18
19
8

93
194
60
8

43
21
17
4

14
28
1
5
3
8

41
20
16
1
1
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86-001
86-002
86-003
86-004
86-005
86-006
86-007
86-008
86-009
86-010
86-011
86-014
86-015
86-016
86-017

A- 2

Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Consolidated Silver Butte
Kidd Resources
Kidd Resources
Kidd Resources
Kidd Resources

Groves 9
Mallard 14
Huffman 16
Mallard 46
Heenan 28
Osway 40
Fingel 3
Esther 9
Arbutus 25
Benneweis 4
Potier 36
Osway, Huffman 25
Osway 2
Osway 1
Groves 42
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Appendix: List of Claims

REGISTERED OWNER

Calvin Black

A-3

Pertaining to Consolidated Silver Butte Ltd.

CLAIM NUMBERS*

ARBUTUS TOWNSHIP

RECORD DATE

G-2483
*

P849620 to 849631 - May 24, 1985
Robert Gordon Leliever P849632 to 849644 'May 24, 1985

Joseph H. Bankowski

Calvin Black

Randolph R. Wasitis

1

Blue Falcon Mines Ltd

Calvin Black

Vital Larche

Calvin Black

TERRAQUEST LTD.

BENNEWEIS TOWNSHIP M-658
*

P819891 to P819894
P819895 to P819901
P834112 to P834115
P622031 to P622047

BENTON TOWNSHIP

P809423 to P809427 -
P809496 to P809497
P809608 to P809614
P809616 to P809622

-

September 27, 1984
August 24, 1984
January 21, 1985
September 27, 1984

M-659

October 2, 1984
October 2, 1984
October 2, 198
October 2, 1984

CHESTER TOWNSHIP

P537233
P537237
P540178
P757976 to P757977
P622048 to P622050
P831870 '

FINGEL TOWNSHIP

P826525 t ) P826527

ESTHER TOWNSHIP

P836920 to P836928

September 7, 1979
September 26, 1979
September 26, 1979
March 5, 1985
September 27, 1984
November 5, 1984

M-809

November 20, 1984

M-793

March 12, 1985
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. . . . .continued. . . . . .Consol idated

Blue Falcon Mines Ltd.

William Dickinson

,,

Blue Falcon Mines Ltd.

-

* t

Colin Roy Hayday
Robert Gordon Leliever

Blue Falcon Mines Ltd.

Gary Carnovale

Jack Roberts
Craig Williams

Edward Jerome
- ,.

Robert Gordon Leliever

•'

\TERRAQUESTLTD.\ — ————— — ———————————

A-4

Silver Butte Ltd.

1

i
i
C/l

l
n

GROVES TOWNSHIP -*

P683891
P683892
P683893
P683894
P683963 to P683965
P683967 to P683968
P683966 {now P740994)

P825544 to P825554

3
December 13, 1982 ?
December 13, 1982^
December 13, 1982^
December 13, 1982 |
December 15, 1982 S
December 15, 1982 ~
December 15, 1982 f

O

August 9, 1984 |
s 

HEENAN TOWNSHIP l

P723489
P764702
P764705 to P764707
P723473 to P723475 '
P723477 to P723483
P723485 to P723488
P723490 to P723498

2
May 20, 1983
May 29, 1983
'May 29, 1983
May 20, 1983
May 20, 1983
May 20, 1983
May 29, 1983

HUFFMAN TOWNSHIP M-940

P792810 to P792817
P683844 to P683859 '

March 30, 1984
December 6, 1982

MALLARD TOWNSHIP M-849

P734460 to P734471
P808580
P734380 to P734394
P734412 to P734425-2v
P721072 to P721075
P837431 to P837438
P740943
P740946 to P740950
P837416 to P837423
P794905:
P794910 to P794911
P794919 -
P808575 to P808579
P808581 to P8Q8582 .

P837460 to P837476
P837442 to P837457
P837459
P866691 to P866692

December 8, 1983
August 9, 1984
December 8, 1983
December 8, 1983,
December 3, 1980,
March 25, 1985 '
April 24, 1985
April 24, 1985
March 25, 1985
April 30, 1984
April 30, 1984
April 30, 1984
August 9, 1984
August 9, 1984

March 18, 1985
March 18, 1985

. March 18, 1985
July. 18, 1985

Cont.inuprL
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. . . .continued. . . . . . . Consol idated

Edward Jerome

A-5

Silver Butte Ltd.

t

MARION TOWNSHIP

P808572 to P808574
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August 9, 1984 |
95

: OSWAY TOWNSHIP M-1043 I

Robert Gordon Leliever

Jacques Robert

Calvin Black

Blue Falcon Mines Ltd.

i

Jacques Robert
Gary Carnovale
Robert Gordon Leliever
Calvin Black 
Patrick John Atkinson

P820347 to P820352
P820605
P576228 to P576229
P740967 to P740971
P837424 to P837426
P837902 to P837904
P831888
P834130 to P834131
P836929 to P836935
P740951 to P740958 '
P683157 to P683160

t

POTIER TOWNSHIP

P740911 to P740918 '
P7409'19 to P740925^M* -
P740901 to P740910 '
P622088 to P622095 . 
P622096 to' P622097

O

November 20, 1984 j
March 25, 1985
July 19, 1985
April 24, 1985
.March 12, 1985
'March 12, 1985 !
March 12, 1985
March 25, 1985
March 25, 1985
April 24, 1985
•April 24, 1985W rt V W*

G-2482 '

April 24, 1985
April 24, 1985
April 24, 1985
April 24, 1985 
April 24, 1985

.' . YEO TOWNSHIP

Randolph Wasitis 
Calvin Black
John C. Daley

John K. Leliever
Robert Gordon Leliever
Randolf Wasitis

*A11 numbers are inclusive.

P681631 to P681632 
P831879
P722939 to P722942
P722945 to P722946
P725536 to P725540
P742775 to P742782
P681633 to P681636

i

-

i

January 12, -1984 
November 20, 1984
March 5-, 1984 -
March 5, 1984
March 5, 1984
February 29, 1984
January 12, 1984

!

TERRAQUESTLTD. ®
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THIS SUBMITTAL CONSISTED OF VARIOUS REPORTS, SOME 
OF WHICH HAVE BEEN CULLED FROM THIS FILE. THE CULLED 
MATERIAL HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED UNDER THE 
FOLLOWING RECORD SERIES (THE DOCUMENTS CAN BE VIEWED 
IN THESE SERIES):
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SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND
Terrain Clearance 

Line Spacing

1 000 gammas

250 gammas

50 gammas

1 O gammas

1 00 meters 

1 00 meters
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SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND
Terrain C learance 

Line Spacing . . . ..

2.500 gammas t m eter 

.500 g ammas j m eter 

.100 g ammas ! m eter 

.025 gammas ,' m eter

TOO meters 

1 00 meters
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VLF 1HANSMITTFH 

Annapolis 21 4 kH/ 

1SI.C A/

SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND
Terrain C learance 

Line S pacing

Field Strength 

50"., 

10"c,
2''!,

QUADRATURE

10'

1 00 meters 

1 00 m eters



A Py Cpy 
Mo Au

Py Cpy A 
Mo Au A

230

VLF TRANSMITTER 
Annapolib 21 A k Hz 
151 6' Az. \ SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND

INTERPRETATION

———————————— Contact

———~—————.w-* Fault

———————————— Properly Boundary

VLE EM Conductor Axes

LM^H* normal quadrature

•M^4p reverse quadrature

^^^^ in phase only (no quadrature)

LITHOLOGY

MIDDLE PRECAMBRIAN

14 Diabase, granophyre dykes ,'ind sheets 

EARLY PRECAMBRIAN

9 Diabase dykes

F-e l sic bath o l d h ic i ntru s i VPS

Migmatitic rocks

M at ic a rid ultramafic intmsives

Mplasediments

Hypabyssal felsic rnetavolcamcs

Intermediate to felsic rnela volcanic s
i i
[ Ini i Magnetic unil within 1

Mafic lo intermediate rnptavolcanir s

l——LF

SYMBOLS

A

Iron formation

Mineralisation
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SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND
Terrain Clearance 
Line Spacing

1 000 gammas
250 gammas

50 g ammas
10 gammas

1 00 meters 
1 00 meters

i c- m

BLUE FALCON MINES LTD.

AIRBORNE MAGNETIC SURVEY
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD

SWAYZE AREA
(SHEET 9 )

M.T.S. NO. 4 1 P/12

SCALE 10,000

DRAWING NO. A - 515-1

DATE: November 1 985

TERMQUESTIXD.
"OK JNTO CANADA
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86

SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND
Terrain Clearance . 
Line Spacing . . . . . . .

2.500 gammas ' meter 
.500 gammas i m eter 
.1 00 gammas ; meter 
.025 gammas/ meter

1 00 meters 
1 00 meters

, V L/l/•V Tt BLUE FALCON MINES LTD.

AIRBORNE MAGNETIC SURVEY
VERTICAL MAGNETIC GRADIENT 

Calculated From Total Field

SWAYZE AREA
(SHEET 9)

H.T.S. NO: 41 P/12

SCALE

DRAWING NO. A - 515-2

DATE: November 1985

TERRAQUEST LTD.
TOKONTO. CANADA
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A f f /f

SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND

Terrain C learance 

Line Spacmc) . . . . .

Field Strength 
50'V

QUADRATURE

10'

1 00 meters 

1 OO meters

BLUE FALCON MINES LTD.

AIRBORNE VLF-EM SURVEY
CONTOURS OF TOTAL FIELD STRENGTH 

PROFILES OF QUADRATURE

SWAYZE AREA
(SHEET 9)

N.T.8. NO: 

SCALE

41 P/ DRAWING NO. A 515 3

DATE: November 1985

TERRAQUEST LTD.
lORONTO. CANADA



SWAYZE SYNCLINE AREA

LEGEND

INTERPRETATION

Contacl

Fault

Properly Boundary

VlltM Conductor Axes

normal quadrature 

reverse quadrature 

in phase only (no quadrature)

LITHOLOGY

MIDDLE PRECAMBRIAN

Jj* J Diabase, granophyre dykes and sheets 

EARUlr ^PRECAMBRIAN

! 9-—l Diabase dykes

j 6 j Felsic batholilhic mtrusives

\ 5 l Migmatitic rocks

4 l Mafic and ultramafic intrusives

3 J Metasediments

2h j Hypabyssal telsic metavolcanics

2L-- J Intermediate to telsic melavolcanics

1 m _| Magnetic unit within 1

J___| Mafic to intermediate metavolcanics

IF , Iron formation

SYMBOLS

A Mineralization

CM f i

BLUE FALCON MINES LTD.

INTERPRETATION

SWAYZE AREA
(SHEET 9)

M.T.S. NO: 41 P/t 2 DRAWING NO. A-51 5-4

SCALE 1 - 10.OOO DATE: February 1966

TERRAQUESTLTD.


